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Responsible approaches to Artificial Intelligence

Microsoft Center, Rue Montoy er 51,1000 Brussels

8:30-9:00

9:00 -10:30 
Keynotes

Registration & welcome coffee

Al, Research & future societies
Welcome-------------- 1 (9:00-9:10)

Keynote Address Commissioner Moedas + Q&A (9:10-9:45) 
Al talk with į MSR Cambridge (9:45-10:30)

10:30- 11:00 Coffee Break & Al Training & Demos

Ethics & Privacy 
Workstream

Law and Legal 
Services Workstream

Industrial Transformation Workstream

11:00- 12:15 Explaining the black box

Advancing the understanding and 
state of the art of Al explainability 
will enhance the basis for rational 

considerations of transparency

E-justice Balancing Protection with Data Analysis
& Innovation

Artificial intelligence
systems hold the Innovators need to ensure that a data strategy - 

promise of improving including considerations of the interaction 
the legal predictability between open source and patents — is built into 

as well as access to their IP strategies,
justice. How does the 

justice systems 
transform?

12:15-13:15
Lunch & transition to the keynote

Ethics Sí Privacy 
Workstream

Law and Legal 
Services Workstream

Industrial Transformation Workstream

15-14:15

14:15-14:30

Inspirational Keynote: ' Microsoft Research

Transition to next breakout

14:30 - 15:45 The morality of Al

How can ethical and legal 
framework for the design, 

production, use and governance of 
artificial intelligence ensure values 

of justice, dignity and solidarity

Bias and Fairness in the 
Criminal Justice 

System

Eliminating judges' 
implicit biases in the 
dispute resolution 

process or aggregated 
biases of all the inputs 

they rely on? What 
safeguards are needed?

Al & competition

The algorithm-driven economy is changing the 
nature of market competition. This session will 

look at the development of new policies and 
guidelines that will impact companies using 

artificial intelligence

15:45-16:15
Transition to next breakout
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76:75- 77:30 How Al is bringing humanity Professions reinvented Let the robot pay?
back into healthcare

Research addresses the inherent How will lawyers and What is the best economic and legal liability
tensions between individual rights law firms incorporate framework to ensure that risks are fairly

of privacy and research with the Al transformation distributed so to foster innovation and provide
health data for the broader social into their practices has the right incentives to keep society safe?

good. Special attention in this profound impact on
session will be given to the both the delivery of
implementation of related legal services and the

provisions in GDPR. economic model of the
profession itself.

17:30- 18:30
Networking Dinner
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